NOC Vision
Designed to accommodate the needs of the Network Operations
Center – a true 24/7 Console Solution
Aesthetics along with Function
NOC Vision was designed to insure that
where ever it gets installed it creates a
showplace. Small footprint optimizes space to
increase monitors per user and users to
space.
There are numerous ways the product can be
applied to the function of the user; from Flat
Panels to CRTs the NOC Vision was
designed to accommodate all kinds of
equipment and technologies.

Efficiency
NOC Vision helps consolidate
peripherals for a multitude of
technology-intensive applications.
The product provides open, wellorganized use of vertical space.

Improved ergonomics, ventilation and
acoustics reduce operator stress and fatigue.
Cable management features reduce
troubleshooting time.

Flexibility
NOC Vision’s modular design can be
customized to suit specific needs and
quickly and easily reconfigured.

Security
Numerous security features control
physical access to equipment and
reduce exposure to incidental
equipment damage. The SMC
lifetime warranty protects your
investment.

Superior Structural Performance
Fabricated from heavy gauge steel, NOC Vision is ruggedly
designed for strength and rigidity while maintaining complete
modularity,
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Innovative Features and
Options
NOC Vision has many options and
appearance treatments to insure
that the console will be totally
functional but unique to the room
that it will be installed.
Built around a portal frame
(constructed from 14 Ga. Steel) the
NOC Vision offers various storage
solutions to variations of the frame
structure to support two tiers of
monitors to a single high all base
console.

SMC’s engineering department, with over
50 years of industry experience in the
Command-and-Control Infrastructure, will
furnish you with responsive and cost
effective solution for your Console needs.
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